
                           

 

 

 

Hello from the Ashtabula Maritime and Surface Transportation Museum! 

January seemed to be a suitable month for a Snow Cruiser story in Ashtabula 

County and Northeastern Ohio, and here is a fascinating story that involves a good 

part of the state of Ohio and the Transportation segment of the Ashtabula Maritime 

and Surface Transportation Museum. As one Ashtabula citizen exclaimed as he 

watched the Snow Cruiser rumble along Route 20, “That thing is a ------of a lot 

bigger than a tractor!” 

If you are a certain age, you may remember the stir and excitement as Byrd’s Snow 

Cruiser passed along Route 20 through Ashtabula and other lakeshore communities 

on the way to Erie for repairs and then on to Boston and Antarctica. Some people 

thought it resembled a red and white elephant, while others thought of a 

brontosaurus crashing off the road to much on blades of tasty grass.  

If you are not a certain age, looking at the pictures of Byrd’s Snow Mobile tickle 

visual imagination and the details about the Snow Cruiser itself make pondering 

technological points interesting. The human parts of the story- Admiral Byrd’s at 

first enthusiastic attitude about his colleague Thomas Poulter’s invention and 

finally his resigned shrug when it did not work- and the determination of Thomas 

Poulter to make it work create an absorbing drama. 

The shifting scenes of the story from the Armour Institute to the Pullman Car 

Shops of Chicago, to pioneer American highways and the communities alongside 

them like Ashtabula,  provide an interesting historical background. Antarctica, 

itself, plays an enduring scientific role. The Snow Cruiser is a sometimes 
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humorous and more often serious lesson in the impact of technology, even if it 

does not work, on everyday historical lives. 

 South Pole Snow Cruiser 

On the way to Antarctica It Passed through Ashtabula County 

                                                                                               

                                                         

 

By November 1937, Admiral Richard E. Byrd had already led two private 

expeditions to Antarctica that he and his backers privately financed. In the 

Admirals case, privately financed did not mean limited funds, since wealthy 

Americans including Edsel Ford and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. as well as the 

American public contributed generously to raise the more than $400,000 cost of 

these the first two expeditions. People in all walks of financial circumstances 

responded to the Admiral’s enthusiasm for his expeditions, charisma, and the lure 

of the largely unknown and unexplored poler region at the bottom of the world. He 

attracted generous backers for both his first and second forays into Antarctica.  

 

FDR Makes Admiral Byrd’s Third Expedition, the United States Antarctic 

Service Expedition,  Government Issue 

While planning a third expedition to the Antarctic, Admiral Byrd was delighted to 

learn that that the United States government decided to finance an official 

American Antarctic expedition. He was even more delighted when on January 7, 

1939, President Franklin D. Roosevelt endorsed plans for a government sponsored 

This Ray 

Gottfried photo 

shows Byrd’s 

Snowmobile in its 

true colors. The 

story will tell you 

why it needed a 

police escort 

during its journey 

across states from 

Illinois to 

Massachusetts. 



trip with Admiral Byrd in command. In his 

order or November 25, 1939, FDR 

possibly with an experienced ear and eye 

to Antarctica’s strategic importance and 

the war clouds gathering in Europe, 

directed that they establish two permanent 

bases. 

The East Base would be located near 

Charcot Island, Alexander I Land, or on 

Marguerite Bay, while the West base 

would be established near King Edward 

VII Land or alternatively at a site on the 

Bay of Whales or near Little America. 

Eventually, the Expedition established 

bases off of Little America and Stonington 

Island, off the Antarctic Peninsula. The 

expedition members were also directed to explore the Antarctic Coastline while 

conducting extensive geological, biological, meteorological studies.  

When the Byrd’s Third Antarctic Expedition left Boston for the Antarctic on 

November 15, 1939, besides its 125-man human contingent, it had two ships, 

Admiral Byrd’s former ship, Bar of Oakland and the North Star, a 1,434-ton ice 

breaker and four airplanes. The motorized equipment also included a Light Tank 

and a Carrier, and an innovative hybridized car transformed into snowmobile with 

facilities on top for an airplane. The Admiral planned to use the fourth airplane, a 

single engine Beech craft, with his newest technological toy, the Snow Cruiser. 

 

 Thomas C. Poulter Creates the Antarctic Snow Cruiser or Byrd’s Snow 

Machine 

Admiral Byrd’s third expedition enjoyed the additional advantage of the 

experience and expertise of Thomas C. Poulter. Thomas C. Poulter had been his 

deputy commander of Admiral Byrd’s Second Expedition from 1933-1935, which 

gave him firsthand experience with the problems of motor transportation in the 

Antarctic. During the Admiral’s Second Expedition, second in command Poulter 

discovered that the crawler tractor, two Ford snowmobiles and three Citroen 

halftracks that made up the motor pool could move through the snow, but they 

could not cross the plentiful crevasses. They also were prone to bouts of water 

condensing and freezing in the fuel lines.  



By the time the plans for the Third Expedition were being finalized, Thomas 

Poulter had become Scientific Director at the Armour Institute of Technology and 

he resolved to build a vehicle that could handle the conditions in Antarctica. He 

used his resources, both personal and financial to raise the $150,000 it cost to build 

the Antarctic Snow Cruiser in the Chicago shops of the Pullman Company in only 

eleven weeks during the summer of 1939.  

The Snow Cruiser, also known as Byrd’s Snowmobile, or the Penguin, resembled 

an elephant or a dinosaur, measuring fifty-five feet, eight inches long and almost 

twenty feet wide. When the operator extended its wheels, it stood sixteen feet high, 

with a loaded weight of 75,000 pounds. The Snow Cruiser carried two 150 

horsepower Cummins diesel engines which powered generators to run four 

seventy-five horsepower electric motors, with a motor driving each wheel.  

 A Glance Inside the Snow Cruiser 

Besides the control cabin, the Snow Cruiser featured a machine shop, four bunks, a 

laboratory to practice science, and a combination kitchen and darkroom. The rear 

of the vehicle contained space for spare parts and other items and 2,500 gallons of 

diesel fuel to provide for 5,000 miles of travel as well as 1,000 gallons of aviation 

fuel for the Beechcraft airplane riding on the roof. Enough food for an entire year 

completed the Snow Cruiser’s stores.  

The Snow Cruiser’s capabilities ranked as impressive as its size in the mind of 

Thomas Poulter and looked the part on paper projections. It could do thirty miles 

per hour on a flat solid surface, climb a 37 percent slope and using its four-wheel 

steering could turn its own length and crawl like a crab at a 25-degree angle. 

 The Snow Cruiser’s tires measuring ten feet in diameter were manufactured at the 

Goodyear Company in Akron, Ohio. Although the tires were as smooth as a silken 

smile, Thomas Poulter and his crew believed they could and would travel through 

the Antarctic snow with workman like traction. The Cruiser’s wheels were 

fashioned to retract, and workers attached sled runners to its bottom. According to 

its creators, when the Cruiser reached an Antarctic downgrade, the operator could 

retract the wheels and the Cruiser would slid down any challenging hill. 

Thomas Poulter had firm ideas about crossing crevasses and Snow Cruiser wheels, 

as well. He set the four huge wheels on the Snow Cruiser with over seventeen feet 

of overhang at the front and rear. When the Cruiser encountered a crevasse, the 

operator retracted the front wheels, and the rear wheels pushed the Cruiser halfway 



across the chasm. Then the operator raised the rear wheels and lowered the front 

wheels to pull the Cruiser the rest of the way across the gap. The Beechcraft 

monoplane complete with skis, traveled on top of the Snow Cruiser, ready to 

perform aerial photography and explore the Antarctic. 

Teetering Down the Highways, Including Routes Thirty and Twenty 

Since the autumn season had already progressed into October, and the Snow 

Cruiser had to be at Boston Harbor by mid-November, Thomas Poulter and his 

four-man crew did not have time to test their vehicle for snow worthiness. Eager to 

meet their deadline, on October 26, they climbed into the Snow Cruiser in Chicago 

and began the first leg of their journey to Boston, Massachusetts. The road trip 

from Chicago to Boston took the Snow Cruiser through northern Indiana and Ohio, 

following what was then U.S. Route 30, then north to U.S. Route 20 to Erie, 

Pennsylvania, into New York, and finally, Boston Harbor. 

The Snow Cruiser did not travel unnoticed. A machine twenty feet wide and 

sixteen feet high could not help but attract crowds of curious people in the small 

towns and cities along the route.  

The Snow Cruiser traveling 

through Van Wert, Ohio 

The Snow Cruiser also did not 

travel trouble free. The Snow 

Cruiser’s height and width made 

traveling the two lane, often 

unpaved roads and narrow bridges 

of 1939 America a sometimes-

adventurous venture. Near Gomer, 

Ohio, in Allen County, Ohio, along 

the Lincoln Highway (Route 30), 

the Snow Cruiser’s hydraulic 

steering failed, and it ran off the Highway into a ditch, causing a three-day delay in 

its cross-country trek. 

Along Route 20, Thomas and his crew had to stop in Painesville, Ohio, for repairs 

and at one point, rescue it from a muddy field after it ran off the road. After a few 

days of successful repairs in Painesville, Byrd’s Snow Cruiser continued along 



Route 20, stopping in Perry, Geneva, Ashtabula, North Kingsville and other 

communities along Route 20.  

 

Ruth Tuttle of the Kingsville Library had this picture of Byrd’s Snow Cruiser. 

The Snow Cruiser made it through to General Electric in Erie, Pennsylvania, for a 

few days’ worth of more repairs. Finally, the Cruiser and its crew were on the road 

again, through New York and finally, to Massachusetts.  

People in Massachusetts were just as curious about the Byrd Snow Cruiser as those 

in Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York, and the rest of the country. 

Crowds of people packed the route of the Snow Cruiser. At Framingham, 

Massachusetts more than 72,000 cars locked hoods and fenders in what the local 

papers described as “the world’s worst traffic jam.” 

Finally, Thomas Poulter and his crew of four reached Boston Harbor in early 

November. With a sigh of relief, Thomas drove the Byrd Cruiser aboard the North 

Star and on November 15, 1939, the North Star departed for Antarctica.  

Thomas Poulter sighed relief too soon.  



The Snow Cruiser began to reveal its true operating procedures even before it 

touched Antarctic ice when the expedition arrived at Little America in the Bay of 

Whales. The workers had to build a timber ramp to unload it, and as they tenderly 

guided it toward the base, one of the wheels broke through the ramp. Thomas 

Poulter, ever protective of his creation, applied full power and the Snow Cruiser 

lurched across the ice with the cheers of the crew in the background. 

The cheers of the crew froze in the air when the Snow Cruiser’s smooth, treadles 

tires would not move it through the snow and ice. They could get no traction, 

spinning freely, and sinking as deep as three feet in the snow. After trying chains 

on the rear wheels and attaching the two spare tires to the front wheels, the crew 

still could not create traction. After more experimenting, they discovered that the 

tires could achieve some traction when they drove in reverse. They drove the Snow 

Cruiser completely in reverse for their 92-mile journey. 

Besides its lack of traction, the Snow Cruiser could not effectively navigate the ice 

and snow and crevasses that made up the Antarctic landscape. After the workers 

dug it out of several snowbanks, Thomas Poulter and his crew decided to make the 

snow work for the Cruiser. They covered it with timbers and snow and used it as a 

stationary home base for the scientists to conduct seismologic experiments, cosmic 

ray measurements and ice core samplings.  

Thomas Poulter left Antarctica to return home to the United States on January 24, 

1940, still convinced that his Snow Cruiser would eventually conquer the 

conditions in Antarctica. After Pearl Harbor, as the United States focused on 

World War II the government cancelled funding for the project and the Snow 

Cruiser spent the War buried in a snowbank. 

After World War II ended, the United States Navy established The United States 

Navy Antarctic Developments Program in 1946-1947 or Operation HIGHJUMP, 

which began on August 26, 1946, and ended in late February 1947. Rear Admiral 

Richard E Byrd, Jr., USN, (Ret), Officer in Charge and his crew were charged with 

establishing Little America IV as an Antarctic research base. More than halfway 

through the operation, an expedition team found the Snow Cruiser and were 

astonished to discover that it needed only air in the tires and minor servicing to 

bring it to life again. 

For a few weeks after turning the ignition and feeling the machine vibrating under 

their feet, the crew dreamed dreams of an operational Snow Cruiser. Their hopes 

snapped like a piece of ice breaking from an ice floe when they discovered that the 



Snow Cruiser still could not get traction and its other disadvantages had not 

changed during its snowbank burial in World War II. 

Eleven years later in 1958, a bulldozer belonging to an international expedition 

uncovered the Snow Cruiser at Little America III. The expedition members 

discovered the long bamboo pole that marked the Snow Cruiser’s position, but the 

bulldozer had to dig through twenty-three feet of snow to unearth/unsnow it. The 

expedition members excavated to the bottom of the Snow Cruiser’s wheels and 

accurately measure the amount of snowfall that covered it since it had been 

abandoned. 

When the Snow Cruiser’s rescuers looked inside it, the discovered that things were 

exactly as the crew had left them, with papers, magazines, and cigarettes resting in 

place. They too abandoned the Snow Cruiser to the frozen embrace of the 

Antarctic.  

Later expeditions could find no trace of the Snow Cruiser. Rumor had it that the 

Russians had spirited away the Snow Cruiser during the Cold War, but no solid 

facts supported that theory. More recent scientific theories put the Snow Cruiser at 

the bottom of the Southern Ocean or buried more deeply under the Antarctic ice.  

The Ross Ice Shelf constantly moves out to sea and in 1963, a large part of the Ice 

Shelf broke off and floating away, cutting Little America in half. Scientists are not 

certain which side of the ice shelf sheltered the Snow Cruiser, but most believe that 

it lies deep in the Southern Ocean. 

The excitement and adventure of the Snow Cruiser also lies deep in the memories 

of Ashtabula County people who saw her lumber by on Route 20 to places most 

would never see but would remember in their adventurous spirits. 

(For an extended list of sources and interesting tidbits about the Snow Cruiser and 

its journey, contact the Museum.) 

In our Titanic Exhibit! 

The story of the Titanic has captured the imaginations of people everywhere since 

it foundered in the North Atlantic Ocean in April of 1912. The Ashtabula Maritime 

and Surface Transportation Museum features a Titanic exhibit with Ashtabula 

connections. The Museum library also has Titanic documents and maritime 

instruments of the time period. The telegraph was one of the essential tools that 



ships used to send important messages to shore. The sinking of the Pere Marquette 

18, while another maritime tragedy, marked an important milestone in ship to 

shore emergency communications. 

CQD, Captain Peter Kilty and Pere Marquette Car 

Ferry Number 18 

 

Pere Marquette Car Ferry No.18 passing under the State Street Bridge in Chicago, 

towed by the tug T.T.Morford. Detroit Publishing Company 

As the Pere Marquette Car Ferry No. 18 was sinking, Captain Peter Kilty ordered 

his wireless operator to send a CQD, the first on the Great Lakes. 

 

 Captain Peter Kilty was familiar with Lake Michigan and its moods. The son of 

Great Lakes mariner, Patrick Kilty, Peter was born in St. James, Michigan, in 

1860, and received his education in the local schools. He also educated himself 

with reading, observing, and working on fishing schooners to gain practical 

knowledge of navigation. While still a boy, he worked on schooners near his home 

and gained at least thirteen years’ experience. 

 

In 1882, Peter Kilty married Miss Mary Elizabeth Nackerman of Marquette, 

Michigan, and they established a home in Ludington, Michigan. The couple had 



three children: Alfred John, Claude P., and Mary Elizabeth. 

 

In 1889, Captain Peter Kilty became captain of a fishing tug on Lake Onekama. He 

served as master of the Adrian, that ran between Manistee and Onekama and next 

took charge of the steamer John D. Doore for one season and then he spent six 

seasons as mate on the Petoskey, which sailed between Chicago and Petoskey, 

Michigan. 

 

In 1896, Peter Kilty became captain of the Ann Arbor No. 1, the first government 

car ferry to cross the Great Lakes. For two years, Captain Kilty successfully sailed 

the Ann Arbor No. 1, and then on May 20, 1898, he accepted the position of master 

of the car ferry steamer Pere Marquette No. 18, which had been built in Cleveland 

in 1898 at a cost of $450,000. It was then the largest car ferry in the world. 

 

Wireless Operator Stephen Sczepanek Sends a Lake Michigan CQD 

 

On September 9, 1910, Captain Peter Kilty guided the Pere Marquette No. 18 out 

of Ludington, Michigan bound for Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Although the Pere 

Marquette No. 18 was making its first trip across Lake Michigan after 60 days of 

working under charter for a Chicago excursion company, Captain Kilty had no 

cause for alarm. 

 

The government inspectors at Ludington had inspected the ship and crew and 

pronounced everything shipshape and seaworthy. The steamer carried a full cargo 

of 32 cars- 11 cars of coal and 21 of miscellaneous freight and over 50 passengers 

and crew. 

 

The voyage had been uneventful until the Pere Marquette No. 18 reached the 

middle of Lake Michigan. Suddenly, an oiler burst into the Captain’s quarters, 

reporting that the Pere Marquette No. 18 had taken on a huge amount of water. 

Captain Kilty set a direct course for Sheboygan and ordered wireless operator 

Stephen Sczepanek to send a distress signal. 

 

The captain and the crew battled for four hours to save the Pere Marquette No. 

18, or at least to bring her closer to shore. They pushed nine of the cars overboard 

in an effort to lighten the load and keep the ferry afloat. 

 

Pere Marquette No. 17 Receives a CQD 

 

The night of September 9, 1910, turned out to be a clear night on Lake Michigan, 



even though the winds were strong and the water icy cold. Suddenly, the wireless 

operator on Pere Marquette No. 17, the sister ship of Pere Marquette No. 

18, received a distress signal. CQD…CQD…. the same international distress call 

that the wireless operators of the RMS Titanic would use on a cold April night in 

the North Atlantic Ocean two years later. Lake Michigan distances are not as 

trackless as the Atlantic Ocean, so rescue ships reached the foundering Pere 

Marquette No. 18 within a few hours of receiving the message. 

 

The crew of Pere Marquette No. 17 arrived at the foundering Pere Marquette No. 

18, about twenty miles off of Sheboygan, Wisconsin. Horrified rescuers on 

the Pere Marquette No. 17 watched the Pere Marquette No.18 sink, her black bow 

disappearing into the lake. 

 

Screams and cries echoed across the dark water as people thrashed in the in its icy 

cold grip. Several miles away a lone boat carrying survivors, rolled in the surge 

and swell of the waves. As the Pere Marquette No. 17 positioned itself to pull 

people from the water, two of its own crewmen fell into Lake Michigan and 

drowned. Altogether, the Pere Marquette No. 17 picked up thirty-three survivors. 

 

The Pere Marquette No. 20, had also left Ludington, Michigan, bound for its 

regular trip to Milwaukee, with a crew mostly from Ludington as were the crew of 

the Pere Marquette No.18. The Pere Marquette No. 20 was the third ship to reach 

the sinking Pere Marquette No. 18. Just before it arrived, the fishing tug Tesler, 

from Port Washington, had steamed onto the scene and picked up six of the dead, 

including Captain Peter Kilty. The tug crew transferred the Captain Kilty and his 

fellow victims to Pere Marquette No. 17. 

 

The victims of the Pere Marquette No. 18 included the Ship’s Master, Captain 

Peter Kilty, and all of the officers -Joseph Brezinski, mate of Manitowoc; W.H. 

Brown, second mate of Ludington; S.F. Scepanck, purser of Worcester, 

Massachusetts; E.R. Leedham, chief engineer of Ludington; Chalmer Rosencrans, 

first assistant engineer of Ludington; and Paul Renner, second assistant engineer of 

Ludington. Seventeen crewmen, two passengers, and two stowaways- two brothers 

from Detroit – also perished. 

 

The Causes and Effects of the Sinking of Pere Marquette No. 18 

 

Marine experts believed that the string of 28 cars became loose as the wind and 

waves tossed the Pere Marquette No. 18 around and that Lake Michigan water 

rolled into the ships stern which was wide open. Mariners believed this was a 

http://www3.gendisasters.com/michigan/16101/ludington-mi-lake-michigan-pere-marquette-ferry-18-lost-sep-1910
http://www3.gendisasters.com/michigan/16101/ludington-mi-lake-michigan-pere-marquette-ferry-18-lost-sep-1910


likely scenario because the waves were rolling from the north, the most dangerous 

direction on Lake Michigan, while the Pere Marquette No. 18 headed southwest by 

south. The sinking of Pere Marquette No. 18 was the first fall disaster on the Great 

Lakes in 1910. 

 

According to Beeson’s Marine Directory of the Northwestern Lakes, 1911, the car 

ferry Pere Marquette No. 18 and the cars and their contents were all insured. 

Captain Kilty’s widow and children received $1,000 for the Ship Masters’ 

Association. 

 

Wireless operator Stephen Sczepanek was the first wireless operator to die in 

service on the Great Lakes. 

In Ghost Ships of the Great Lakes, Great Lakes historian Dwight Boyer theorized 

that one of the reasons the Pere Marquette Car Ferry No. 18 sank was the lack of a 

stern gate and a ferocious Lake Michigan storm. The presence of a storm and the 

lack of a stern gate combined to send it beneath the waves. After the sinking of the 

Pere Marquette, shipyards began installing stern gates as standard equipment to 

prevent water from entering the hold during storms and retrofitting older train 

ferries with a stern gate. P. 160.  
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Realistic Rules (Tongue in Cheek) For a Sleek, Resolute New Year 

 

The procrastinating, unorganized, and unmotivated among can apply our 

lifestyle to Holiday Festive Feasting and New Year’s Resolutions. The most 

important thing to remember about Festive Feasting, other than all of the 

correct, well-meant advice about calories and longevity is that eat and treat 

both are the same word, rearranged.  Treat without the tr leaves eat which is 

an activity of choice during the holiday season. Customize this list of Ten 

Tenets of Festive Feasting and repeat before you get out of bed every morning 

in December and January. Print the list on an index card, pin it to the inside of 

your coat and take it to the holiday parties with you. 

Ten Tenets of Festive Feasting 



 

Avoid carrot sticks unless you are a rabbit. Run to the holiday spread that 

includes rum balls, eggnog and pumpkin pie. 

Guzzle as much eggnog as you can as long as you can. Remember that eggnog 

doesn’t survive and thrive outside of the holiday season. Don’t count its 

calories-about 10,000 a nip- or if you do put a negative symbol in front of the 

number and keep drinking. 

Treat yourself to lakes of gravy. After all, the gravy container is called a gravy 

boat. Gravy does not live by gravy alone. It needs mashed potatoes or biscuits 

to be fulfilled. Use it liberally on mashed potatoes mountains and bales of 

biscuits. 

Forget that calorie and cookie both begin with C.  Remember that cookies 

caress your craving for sweets and can change your holiday frazzled snares to 

smiles. 

Arrive at holiday parties with a growling stomach instead of sensibly eating a 

snack before going to the party to curb your eating. After all, someone else 

slaved all day over the party food and there is no admission charge at the door. 



Avoid exercise except giving your chewing muscles a workout and walking 

between the television and the refrigerator in December and January. Those 

long, cold winter months after the holidays are better for pain and pushups 

and there is always plenty of snow to pat on your aching muscles. 

Troll the Buffet Table. If you see a plate of Santa cookies with icing or a pan of 

lemon bars, be a troll and pile a skyscraper of them on your plate. Ignore the 

banner across the door that says the holidays are for sharing. After all, it 

doesn’t mention food. 

Pleasure yourself with pie. Pumpkin pie, mince and apple. Make all of that pie 

self discipline your practiced all year worthwhile and don’t be stingy with the 

ice cream or Cool Whip topping. 

Remember that life is short, and eternity is a long time to ponder a sleek, well 

preserved body that never experienced the joys of chocolate or wine. 

Maintain safety and alcohol intake common sense and after the holidays, 

return to your measured eating, exercising self. 

  Realistic New Year’s Resolutions 

 Every year I resolve not to procrastinate or backslide or feel guilty when I do 

both. This year I am making a list of Realistic New Year’s Resolutions.  I am 

trying to improve myself in small increments instead of doing a 

comprehensive one hour, Oprah makeover. I can comfortably cross out and 

add to my list of Realistic New Year’s Resolutions and try to be realistic about 

keeping them. Make a Resolution Reminder card and a template to customize 



for Realistic New Year’s Resolutions. Just remove the underline with a click of 

the mouse and your list is revised. 

Resolution Reminder 

I resolve to improve myself this year, 

I will lose fifty pounds, stop drinking beer, 

I will be kind to family and friends, 

Be quick to forgive and slow to offend. 

But whatever resolution I make, 

I will leave room to make a mistake, 

Forgive falls from grace and keep on sleeping 

Renew resolutions and keep on keeping! 

HAPPY NEW YEAR! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


